Transition-state theory rate calculations with a recrossing-free moving dividing surface.
Two different methods for transition-state theory (TST) rate calculations are presented that use the recently developed notions of the moving dividing surface and the associated moving separatrices: one is based on the flux-over-population approach and the other on the calculation of the reactive flux. The flux-over-population rate can be calculated in two ways by averaging the flux first over the noise and then over the initial conditions or vice versa. The former entails the calculation of reaction probabilities and is closely related to previous TST rate derivations. The latter results in an expression for the transmission factor as the noise average of a stochastic variable that is given explicitly as a function of the moving separatrices. Both the reactive-flux and flux-over-population methods suggest possible new ways of calculating approximate rates in anharmonic systems. In particular, numerical simulations of harmonic and anharmonic systems have been used to calculate reaction rates based on the reactive flux calculation using the fixed and moving dividing surfaces so as to illustrate the computational advantages of the latter.